Erratum: Effect of DDAVP on Platelet Activation and Platelet-Derived Microparticle Generation
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In the above article, in the “Abstract” on the first page, in paragraph “Results”, one sentence is incorrect. Correct is:
DDAVP induced a significant decrease of platelet counts and volume. Only small changes of P-selectin expression and PAC-1 binding were observed. After DDAVP, PMPs increased by 120% (n = 6) or decreased by 18% (n = 7), thus segregating two groups of patients. The decrease in platelet counts and volume remained significant in the group of responders.

In the above article, on the third page (right column, paragraph “PMPs Do Not Increase in all Patients after DDAVP Infusion”, the fourth line from below), one number is incorrect. Correct is:
In the group of nonresponders, there was an average apparent decrease of PMPs (18%) from 1,858/μL (range: 1,328–2,544) to 1,524/μL (range: 1,321–1,752).